
FQ1869  1/4-20 x 
5/16” Phil Pan

Knob, not available 
individually

QT1708 Un-plated Crank
QT3986 Plated Crank

Adjusting Ring, not 
available individually

QT3687 Spacer for 
cases over 1.25”

TR2433 3/8” Steel Ball
(Springs must be 
installed before
inserting ball)

QT1812 Deluxe 
Cutter Body

QT1798 Female 
Chamfer Blade 
Large

QT1800 Male Chamfer Blade

QT3636 Female 
Chamfer Blade 
Small

QT1808 
Value 
Cutter Body 
no blades

QT1820 Spring-Male

QT3637 Spring-Small Female

QT1816 Spring-Large Female

Pin for Cutter Body

Deluxe Quick Trim Case 
Trimmer # 90437
& Value Trim # 90386

Parts Diagram

Lightly push downward on the crank 
and rotate until you feel it stop cutting 
usually a minimum of 5 revolutions. 
The spacer or adjusting ring will 
contact the end of the die and no 
further trimming will occur. Lower the 
ram and remove and inspect your 
trimmed and chamfered case. Invert 
the case to dump the brass chips. 
Note:  the Value Trim does not chamfer 
the case. You must chamfer the inside 
case neck on bottleneck cartridges. A 
correctly chamfered case will have no 
raised burr on the exterior and about ½ 
the thickness of the brass chamfer on 
the inside diameter.

Make it a habit of swiping your finger across 
the shell holder face as you place the next 
case into the shell holder. Any chips on the 
shell holder face will cause the case to be 
trimmed too long.
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Deluxe Cutter 
Assembly
# 90355
Update your 
Value Trim 
by adding 
automatic case 
chamfering or 
use to replace a 
dulled cutter.

Guarantee
LEE RELOADING PRODUCTS are 
guaranteed not to wear out or break 
from normal use for two full years or 
they will be re paired or replaced at no 
charge if returned to the factory. Any 
Lee product of current manufacture, 
regardless of age or condition, will be 
recon di tioned to new, including a new 
guarantee, if re turned to the factory with 
payment equal to half the current retail 
price.

Product # Pistol Quick Trim 
Die Availability

90032
90181
90025
90085
90088
90033
90193
90226
90107
90125
90073
90145
90174
90178

9MM LUGER
9MM MAKAROV 
380 AUTO
38 SPECIAL
357 MAG
40 S&W
10MM AUTO
41 MAG
44 SPECIAL
44 MAG
45 ACP
45 COLT
454 CASULL
500 S&W

Product # Rifle Quick Trim Die 
Availability

90435
90439
90354
90340
90179
90284
90320
90434
90334
90337
90399
90397
90229
90393
90489
90343
90412
90297
90419
90345
90342
90365
90249
90484
90231
90291
90407
90441
90408
90325
90347
90391
90403
90395
90458

17 REM
204 RUGER
22 HORNET
222 REM 
223 REM
22/250 
243 WIN
6MM REM/244 REM
25/06
6.5X55 SWED MAUSER
260 REM
6.8 REM SPC
270 WIN
270 WSM
7X57 MAUSER
7MM/08
7MM EXPRESS/280 REM 
7MM REM MAG
7.5X55 SWISS
7.62 X 39R
7.62 X 54R
30 M-1 CARBINE
30/30 WIN
300 WIN SHORT MAG 
308 WIN
30/06 
300 H&H
300 WIN MAG 
300 WHBY MAG
303 BRITISH
8X57 MAUSER
338 WIN MAG
35 REM
375 H&H
45/70 GOVERNMENT

Accessory:



Slide the case trimmer into the installed trim die. (On cases shorter 
than 1 ¼  remove the knurled spacer). Don’t crank the trimmer if 
no case is in the trim die, as the inner chamfer blade on shorter 
necked rifle cases will rub against the neck portion of the die. 

Place a resized case in the 
shell holder and raise the 
ram so that the shell holder 
is in firm contact with the die, 
maintain light pressure dur-
ing the trimming operation. 
Hint: The rifle trim die uses a 
standard “O” ring to prevent 
case rotation. To give this 
“O” ring almost unlimited life 
occasionally lubricate a case 
with oil or case sizing lube. 
Or simply leave the case 
sizing lube on the case from 
the sizing operation.

Handgun trimming, place a 
resized case in the shell holder 
raise the ram and maintain light 
pressure on the lever during the 
trimming operation.

Rotate the 
adjusting ring 
clockwise viewed 
from the cutter end 
to the stop. This 
will produce a case 
that is trimmed to 
maximum length to 
minus .006.   The 
-.006 is the stack 
up of tolerances 
including the length 
of the cutter, length 
of trim die, length 

Install appropriate shell holder in 
your press. 

Slide the chip catcher on to the shell 
holder.

3.  Rifle trim dies are 
equipped with a lock ring, 
rotate the ring to the end 
thread. Screw the die 
completely into the press 
and finger tighten.

3a.  Handgun trim dies, 
thread die assembly com-
pletely into the press. The 
knurled band will contact 
the top thread of the press. 

With either type of trim die press lever will be in an elevated position 
for easy access during the trimming operation.

1 Set the trim length

Adjusting Ring
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Don’t crank the trimmer if no case is in the trim die as the inner chamfer 
blade on shorter necked rifle cases will rub against the neck portion of 

A couple of comments before you begin 
using your new Quick Trim

the die. Also make a habit of swiping 
your finger across the top of the shell 
holder to remove any brass shavings.

Extended trimming sessions of 
excessively over length cases can 
cause brass shavings to bind the 
chamfer blades on the Deluxe Quick 
Trim. If this happens, simply cycle 
the blades by pushing them against 
a block of wood or your bench top. A 
few cycles will quickly free the blades.

OVER

of spacer and depth of shell holder. If you wish to trim the case shorter than 
standard, rotate the adjusting ring counter clockwise. You will feel 10 clicks 
each click is approximately .001 of an inch.
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